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Welcome to 360 Reporting
360 Reporting leverages existing technologies to provide GIFTS Online users with access to their
AngelPoints data as well.

Accessing 360 Reporting
To access 360 Reporting, first log into your GIFTS Online site.
Once logged in, you will notice new buttons under the Full Search button on the header for
GIFTS Online and AngelPoints.

These are the 360 Reporting toggle buttons which allow you to switch quickly between your
GIFTS Online and AngelPoints Quick Find options.

MicroEdge Support Program
As a GIFTS Online, you receive unlimited telephone consultation on the use of the software,
assistance in error isolation and correction, and prompt furnishing of any available problem
solutions relating to 360 Reporting.
Our toll-free Technical Support hotline is available Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. to 8:00
P.M. Eastern time.
You may contact MicroEdge’s Technical Support Team as follows:
Phone
(877) 704-3343
Fax
(212) 757-1784
Email
helpdesk@microedge.com
For details about our support policies, please refer to the Support & Service Guidelines
document. If you have any questions regarding the Maintenance and Support Program, please
contact our Client Administration Representative at 1-800-899-0890, option 6, then 2, who will
be happy to assist you.
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Using 360 Reporting
Managing your AngelPoints data via 360 Reporting will be very similar to GIFTS Online.
You can perform many of the same actions on your AngelPoints data as you do on your GIFTS
Online data.
-

Quick Searches
Full Searches
Advanced Searches
Views
Saved Searches
Display AngelPoints data in Table and Chart dashboard parts

Setting up Quick Find
By default the Quick Find for AngelPoints will only display the Organizations radio button.
To configure Quick Find search options, click the Quick Find link in the Preferences section of
the User menu.
This will open the Quick Find Options form.
Be sure to click the AngelPoints radio button at the top.
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On this form you can:
 Specify the data fields to be searched when a specific record type is selected.
 Enable other record types to be available under the Quick Find field by checking the
Include box.
The table below specifies all the available AngelPoints record types and search fields available
for each:
NOTE: Some fields are set to <do not search> by default to improve search performance. They
can easily be enabled by accessing the Quick Find Options and changing the setting.
Also note that some of these Record Types are only shown based on your site’s configuration.
For example, if your site is not configured for Rewards, you would not see the Rewards Record
Type here.
Record Type

Field

Search Option Default

AngelPoints Organization

Organization Name

contains

Tax ID

<do not search>

ID

<do not search>

Event Title

contains

User Last Name

<do not search>

Organization Name

<do not search>

ID

<do not search>

User Last Name

contains

Organization Name

<do not search>

ID

<do not search>

Title

contains

Organization Name

<do not search>

ID

<do not search>

Donor Last Name

contains

Organization Name

<do not search>

ID

<do not search>

Last Name

contains

Email

<do not search>

ID

<do not search>

Participations

Rewards

Events

Donations

Users
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AngelPoints Data in Dashboards
As with GIFTS Online, you can create multiple dashboards to display your AngelPoints data.
The following dashboard parts are available:
Dashboard part

Notes

Chart

Chart tool with many formatting options

Table

Displays records as a list.

The Chart Dashboard Part
The Chart dashboard part allows you to place charts with AngelPoints data on home page of any
user.

Add a Chart
To add a Chart dashboard part:
1. On the Dashboard's menu, click Add Part
2. On the Add part form, select Chart.
3. There are actually two pages to the chart configuration process:
a) The first page lets you set up search parameters and grouping requirements.
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b) The second page is where you set up visual aspects such as Title, Chart type,
Header/Footer text, etc.

See Chart Options below for details regarding all the settings available.
4. Make changes as necessary on the settings forms.
5. Click Next on the first page to go to page 2.
6. On page 2, a preview area will show you what your chart will look like as you make
changes.
7. To complete your chart and place it on the dashboard, click Save.
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Chart Options
This section discusses the configuration options in the Chart Settings form.
Option

Description

Page 1:
Filter

This field will be gray and read-only. It will either show the name of the current
Saved Search assigned or the search logic defined.
Clicking the Modify link below will open the standard Search form where you
can choose to use the Query Builder to create/edit a search, or select from a
Recent Search or Saved Search.
If an ad hoc search is already associated with the part when the user clicks the
Modify link, the search form will display with the existing criteria loaded into
the query builder, so the user can make changes.
Clicking the Select button will save any changes and return you to the
Configuration form.
NOTES:
 If a Saved View or ad hoc View is associated with a Saved Search, this
read-only prompt will be populated with the name of that search, and
the Modify link will be disabled.
 If a Saved Search associated with a View is selected and no View
parameters have been defined, the part View will automatically default
to that View. (But the option to modify it will still be available.) If View
information has already been defined, the user will be asked if they wish
to overwrite it.
 If the user changes the Record Type of the Filter, any associated View
information will be cleared automatically.
 You can select AngelPoints record types in the Search form using the
radio buttons on the bottom left of the form.

Value Charted

NOTE: Disabled if no Filters are defined.
The calculation to be done when plotting the records on the chart.
Aggregate options include Count, Sum, Average, Min and Max.
If Sum, Average, Min, or Max is selected, Category/Column fields will give you
more options. Only the numeric and currency values that can be summarized
are available.

Group By

NOTE: Disabled if no Filters are defined.
Lets you group the data returned by Category and Column.
If the chart is one of the bar-type charts, a secondary Group By set of prompts
will also display. This provides the user with the ability to group at a sub-level as
well.

Page 2:
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Option

Description

Title

Enter the title as you want it to appear on the Dashboard.

Chart Type

The following chart types are available: Bar, Stacked Bar, Horizontal Bar,
Horizontal Stacked Bar, Line, Step Line, Spline, Area, Pie, Donut, 3D Bar, 3D
Stacked Bar, 3D Line, 3D Area, 3D Pie, 3D Donut.
Drill down with 2D charts will open the Search Results for the record set.
NOTE: Drill down is not supported for 3D charts.

Header

Optional text that appears above the Dashboard part content just below the
title.

Footer

Optional text that appears at the bottom of the part.

Formatting

X Axis Label – the label across the bottom of the chart.
Show X Axis Item Labels - uncheck this box to turn off labels for the x axis of
Bar and Line charts.
X Axis Item Label Rotation – An angle to tilt the labels that appear with the
values going across the chart
Y Axis Label – a label across the side of the chart
Legend Position – top, bottom, left and right
Legend Label – a label that appears above the legend bar
Show Item Tooltips – with this enabled, hovering over an item on the chart
shows the values in a tooltip
Show Item Labels – shows labels for the items on the chart.
Show Item Label Connectors- draws a line from the item label to the item
Item Label Distance – the distance between the item label and the chart
segment it represents.

Viewing Chart Details
You can click on a section of a chart to view the list of records represented and then drill-down
to individual records.
NOTE: 3D charts do not have the drill down feature.
To return to the Dashboard, click the GIFTS Online logo.
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Exporting Charts to Excel
Chart parts displayed on a dashboard can also be exported to Excel with a simple click of your
mouse.
Right-clicking anywhere on a chart part will display an Export Chart option in the lower left
corner.

Clicking on Export Chart will open a Windows browse window allowing you to name the export
file and Save it to a location of your choice.
Available Export formats include:





MS Excel
PNG (Portable Network Graphic format)
BMP (Bitmap image format)
XPS (XML Paper Specification)

NOTE: If exported to Excel, when you open the saved file a warning message may be displayed.
Simply click Yes to continue. It’s OK to open the file. You may need to Enable Editing if
modifications are required.
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The Table Dashboard Part
The Table dashboard part is a new generic dashboard part that will use a Saved Search or View
to construct the table. You will be able to use all of the content options that can be seen in the
Search Results.

Adding a New Table Dashboard Part
To add a new Table dashboard part:
1. Click Add Part on the Dashboard.
2. Select Table from the dashboard part menu and modify the Title, Header, Footer, Filter,
and View assigned.

3. The Filter field will at first be blank, so click the Modify link below it to open the Search
form.
4. On the Search form, select a Saved Search or use the Query Builder to create a new
search. Note that you can click on the AngelPoints radio button in the bottom left to
access AngelPoints record types.
5. The View drop-down can be used to select a standard view or a saved view, if available.
6. Click Save when done to return to the Dashboard.
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Filter: All table dashboard parts are associated with filters that determine the data to be
displayed. The user can associate a Saved Search, or create a new query just as they would do
from the standard Search popup.
 The field will display the name/criteria of the current search.
 The Modify link will open a version of the Search popup.
 This version of the popup differs from the standard in the following ways:
o The Search button is relabeled Select.
 If you choose a Saved Search or click Select, the search popup will close and the Filters for
the dashboard part will be updated accordingly.
o Note that if the user changes the Record Type here, then the View selection
(described below) will be reset to “(defaults)”.
View: This drop-down determines the columns and sort order for the table.
The user will have the option of using the system defaults (the default option) or choose a
Saved View. There is no link here to create or modify a saved view.
If the dashboard part has been created from the Search Results, it will use whatever
columns and sorts were in place on the Search Results page at that time. In this case, the
drop-down will be set to “(search results)”. The user can choose a saved View instead,
but will have no other way of changing the columns and sorts except by removing the
dashboard part and recreating it.
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The Table dashboard part will include the following options:







Printer-friendly version
Export to Excel
Open in Workspace
Configure menu
Maximize/Restore
Navigation controls on the bottom

Searching for AngelPoints Data
Before you can work with your data or run reports, you need to find the relevant information.
The search features allow you to create a set of search criteria that tell the system exactly what
you are looking for.

Using Quick Find
The Quick Find field is designed to help you quickly and easily search for records.
To use Quick Find to locate AngelPoints data, first make sure the AngelPoints toggle is selected.

You can then enter a search value in the field, select a record type from the radio buttons
displayed, and click the Find button. You can also press Tab or Enter to begin the search.
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Full Search
The Full Search link on the header opens the Full Search form which gives your access to:





The Query Builder to create a new search or Ad Hoc report
Recent Searches to access a list of recent searches in chronological order
Saved Searches to access a list of saved searches by record category type
Advanced Search to fine tune a query by manually adding filters, conditions, and
parameters.

For 360 Reporting users, the Full Search form also allows you to switch between GIFTS Online
and AngelPoints databases in the lower left.

NOTE: The Full Search form will initially open with the Query Builder selected. However, it will
remember which of the three options you used last and open to that option the next time you
open the Full Search form.
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Linking Organizations
For 360 Reporting users, reporting all their giving to a particular organization means establishing
a 1-to-1 link between each AngelPoints organization record and matching GIFTS Online
Organization record. Some AngelPoints organizations will already be represented in the GIFTS
Online database; others will need to have a new GIFTS Online organizations record created.

Linking AP Organizations to GIFTS Online
To perform this function, a new menu item labeled Link AngelPoints Organizations is available
in the Launch menu in GIFTS Online.
NOTE: Only users with the Grants Manager role will have access to this option.
This will open the Link AngelPoints Organization page, detailed below.

The Link AngelPoints Organization Page
The Link AngelPoints Organization page will open.

The main body of the page is taken up by a Workspace-style grid listing all records in the
AngelPoints database that are not linked to a GIFTS Online Organization.
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Check boxes on the left allow you to select one or more unlinked AngelPoints Organization.

You can then select one or more of the records and click the Actions > Link to GIFTS Online
button.
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Link to GIFTS Online
Once you click Link to GIFTS Online, the following form is displayed.

This form allows you to examine each AngelPoints Organization in turn and do one of the
following:





Select None – do not link this to GIFTS Online now
Create a new GIFTS Online organization and populate it with data from AngelPoints
Link the AngelPoints Organization record to an existing GIFTS Online Organization record
which the system suggests as a match.
Link the AngelPoints Organization record to an existing GIFTS Online Organization record
which you search for using the magnifying glass icon and select.

Click Link & Next when you are ready to move on to the next record.
Alternatively, you can use the Skip button to move forward without establishing a link or use the
Back button to go to the previous record.
Once at the last record, click the Link & Close button to complete the process.
Clicking the X button will close the form without establishing a link for the current record and
any records not yet reviewed. You will be prompted for confirmation.
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Linked organizations will have a new AngelPoints contact card displayed when viewing their
organization details.
The example below shows an organization that was created from AngelPoints data.

Once all your AngelPoints organizations have been linked to GIFTS Online organizations, you will
be able to perform GIFTS Online queries using the following filters.




AngelPoints Organization ID
AngelPoints Area of Focus
AngelPoints Contact Name

You will be able to include GIFTS Online Organization fields in your AngelPoints Views and
Reports (where there is a relation to the AngelPoints Organization Record type), and
AngelPoints Organization fields in your GIFTS Online Views and Reports(when there is a relation
to the GIFTS Online Organization record).
You can use both AngelPoints and GIFTS Online fields in the same dashboard parts.
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